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The Kinaesthetic Landscape of Toronto Caribbean Carnival | FEATURES dance for almost 3.5 kilometres in their elaborate costumes called mas.
2 While landscapes are often described by their visual prop erties, it is important to examine the ways landscapes-where people speak languages, celebrate and play, and go about their ev eryday lives-are performed into existence through iterative bodi ly behaviours. Barbara Bender posits that the landscape is "never inert," but rather cultivated and shaped by "people [who] engage with it, re-work it, appropriate it and contest it" (3). As such, I see Caribbean Carnival as a performance that transforms, albeit temporarily, the landscape of Toronto kinaesthetically-through movement, sensation, and emotion.
This article explores the transgressive potential of female mas queraders to overturn spatial and temporal practices on the Lake Shore that privilege automobiles and speed, and make place and time for a bodily practice that is sensual, durational, and feminine. In particular, I will examine the ways in which the combination of spectacle and performative techniques such as 'chipping and win ing' can create an affective alliance with the audience on the Lake Shore through the shared experience, feelings, movements, and citation of physical 'Caribbean' idioms.
Over its fifty-year history, Toronto Caribbean Carnival's Grand Parade of the Bands (hereafter Grand Parade) has been re routed three times, which I interpret as a metaphor for the (dis)lo cation of racialized bodies of Caribbean descent within the nation. At one point in its history, Toronto Caribbean Carnival moved through the downtown financial district, an area that houses the kinds of jobs to which racialized Canadians have little access. From its beginnings in 1967, the Grand Parade travelled through the downtown financial core, and was subsequently re-located in the mid-1970s to 1990 down University Avenue past the sym bol of state power, the provincial legislature. These two distinct routes through the centre of downtown physically take up space and demonstrate, albeit temporary, an alternative authority. The parade acts as a performative intervention into power structures of the downtown, as mas players-who gather to dance in bikinis, beads, and feathers down street spaces-transform the landscape of the financial district, usually teeming with business suits.
Dramaturgically, the kinaesthetic appropriation of space by the parade contrasts and contests the physical and normative understandings of the financial district streetscape. The financial towers form a dominating wall, physically manifesting the mach inations of the late capitalist economy. As the economic centre of Toronto, the financial district is a place that often excludes or marginalizes raced, classed, and gendered bodies, and in particu lar Caribbean Canadians, who-despite Canada's institutional ized policy of multiculturalism-experience systemic barriers to full social participation. As studies conducted by the Association for Canadian Studies indicate, racialized Canadians of African or Caribbean descent experience "more discrimination in Can ada's labour market and their employment outcomes are worse" (Jimenez) . The kinaesthetic landscape of racialized mas players gestures to the spaces of absence within the financial district and also to imbalances of power.
The parade's (dis)placement more than 3 kilometres west of the downtown core to the area near the Canadian National Ex hibition grounds on the Lake Shore in 1991, 3 where it continues to be located today, can be seen as shifting Toronto's Caribbean community away from the centre and toward the periphery of Toronto. Dramaturgically, this move physically situated Toronto Caribbean Carnival at the margins, reflecting the social position shared by many of its participants. As mas bands march westward on the Lake Shore, the cityscape rises to the east behind them in the distance, encapsulating, for me, a Brechtian gestus, as it spa tially distils the social relationship of power between the diasporic Caribbean community (margin) and Toronto's white financial elites (centre). Removed from its historical roots in the city and prevented from occupying the financial district, the political activism and critique inherent in the physical presence of racialized bodies in downtown spaces is seemingly neutralized or contained. I would argue, however, that the potential for performative intervention remains in the context of the Grand Parade's new location. The Lake Shore experiences a daily volume of 18,000 cars and, along with its elevated counterpart, the Gardiner Expressway, it assists in delivering 200,000 vehicles to the downtown core (Lively 18) , especially the financial district. The automobile, as Roger Silverstone elucidates, "and its extension in the road network that has been designed to accommodate it, is not just a material artifact, a technological object. It lies at the centre of a socio-economic and symbolic system" (64). Politically, the Lake Shore is a place marked by the capitalist networks of power, privileging those who have access to employment or those who have the leisure time to travel here for pleasure to enjoy a stroll or cycle by the lake.
As mas bands
As someone who drives this route for work and also builds mas costumes for this space, I am profoundly aware of the import ance of disrupting the deeply mesmeric daily traffic flows of the Lake Shore. My practice of making Caribbean Carnival costumes for performances on the road directly engages with what Henri Lefebvre terms the everyday or "lived" understanding of this en vironment, one that contrasts the perception of it as institutional ized or "conceived" space (38). Caribbean Carnival's Grand Parade troubles the 'conceived' space of the Lake Shore by defamiliarizing conventional understandings of how the Lake Shore space is pro duced, and who it privileges. Even if for a brief time, the perfor mative practices of Carnival may, to borrow from Edward Casey, "thicken" (686) the felt and affective dimensions of the Lake Shore from which certain individuals and groups are often dislocated. In doing so, Caribbean Carnival's Grand Parade makes place for racialized, embodied, female, and popular knowledges.
Both the speed and mechanistic qualities of the automobile are denied through the kinaesthetic articulateness of the parade. It offers an alternative to the temporal and movement norms of bourgeois capitalism epitomized by the whizzing cars. By con trast, the parade unfolds over the course of six to eight hours; as a durational event it unites mas players and audience in the shared physical experience of exhaustion and identity formation in this particular place. The Grand Parade displaces and detours the autoBoth the speed and mechanistic qualities of the automobile are denied through the kinaesthetic articulateness of the parade. It offers an alternative to the temporal and movement norms of bourgeois capitalism epitomized by the whizzing cars.
mobile from its usual routes, and the street is taken over by 20,000 mas players in different mas bands (associations that produce costumes), which are organized into different sections (groups of 200-300 people). Each develops a specific aesthetic theme through colour, textures, and movement. Moving to the beat of the music, mas bands create a sensory and kinaesthetic landscape. Individual mas players, organized in sections, visually coalesce into moving blocks of colour as the street comes to life with bodies that pulse and move together as one through the 'chipping' movement.
Characterized as a shuffling motion in time with the down beat of the music, chipping works its way up through the body and extends into the elaborate costumes, headpieces, and back packs. Chipping is a basic movement that propels the group down the road and is markedly different from other actions that stop forward progression such as 'wining.' Because the Grand Parade is conceived as a durational event, chipping allows for a measured forward motion that can be sustained over the distance of the pa rade, but one that also allows the body to be affected by the beat of the music and movement surrounding it. As such, chipping unites the group in forward momentum and visually fuses a section of the band in a pulsing flow. Importantly, there is a tension in the parade between chipping and wining, as movement may pause for several minutes while sections of mas players spontaneously 'catch a wine' when the 'vibe' is right-that is, when groups 'feel' a spe cific song or atmosphere with the audience at a particular spot on the road, giving into the shared movement with joyous abandon.
Playing mas on the Lake Shore produces a form of sociality through movement and music that brings together the band and the MC as one unit. The music trucks that accompany mas bands may carry a disc jockey or MC who plays soca (soul calypso) and guides mas players in a call and response employed to physical ly, emotionally, and sensually unite the community of mas play ers in the shared "experience of a moment, a pulse, a movement" -to which the crowd physically responds. The MCs tell mas players when to spread out in a line, when to just dance and have fun, when to "wine and jam," and when to jump and wave their flags. The MCs shape a kinesthetic landscape by co ordinating mas players' movements, while also establishing what Jocelyne Guilbault calls "'affective alliances' through the sharing of feelings-exuberance, joy and exhaustion" (21).
Caribbean Carnival's Grand Parade is an opportunity for women in particular to create an affective community through their performative negotiations with the 'conceived' space of the Lake Shore. In Carnival, Caribbean women challenge "dominant representations of female sexuality, respectability and access to public spaces" (Nurse 674). Significantly, women now make up the majority of masqueraders in the streets, outnumbering men four or five to one, 5 and they often adopt a style of costuming that emphasizes sexuality and facilitates wining, a culturally specif ic dance in the Caribbean with a sensual, circular hip motion. As one participant explains, it is "in the moment of the wine, [that] . . . we got to express a part of ourselves as sensual, feeling beings" (qtd. in Henry 171). In other words, the "chip and wine" and "jump and wave" are part of a specific set of "historically and cul turally defined ways of moving" in which Canadian norms of fe male morality and behaviour are challenged (qtd. in Henry 171). Mas players embrace the Carnival license to enjoy and celebrate the body-especially the female body. In soca songs, women are also encouraged to 'wine'-to 'free up' the body to enjoy its sen suality and sexuality. For example, in the song "Miss Behave" soca artist Fay-Ann Lyons ironically plays on the debate surrounding the 'appropriate' performance of femininity when she sings, "It's carnival time and I will behave, I will limit myself to jump and wave" (i.e., jumping to the music and waving your nation's flag). 'Jump and wave' is seen as 'appropriate' Carnival behaviour be cause it emphasizes nationalism over sexual display, gesturing to the ways in which female bodies continue to be socially regulated. Between the lines, however, Lyons is encouraging women to ex press their sexuality, to 'wine and jam' as wildly as possible close to the ground when she sings, "drop on the ground and roll." Increasingly, critical discourse about Carnival is shifting to consider how women re-position their bodies within the event to assert pleasure. While wining sometimes is performed with a man or another woman, it most often takes place as a form of autosexuality for the purpose of release and self-fulfilment (Miller 335) . Wining can be a form of autoeroticism, but it also reiterates traditional constructions of femininity, and reproduces "widely shared heterosexual aesthetic values in the Caribbean" (Guilbault 20) . Wining and other dance moves that express female sexual ity, Hubert Devonish notes, have been and continue to be seen in "a negative light as measured against the moral standards of the European cultured, privileged sections of the community" (336; emphasis added). During the Grand Parade, the physicality, sexuality, and race of female mas players challenge the normative boundaries of morality and propriety that often discipline and/or Women 'catching a wine' on the Lake Shore. Photo by Jacqueline Taucar doi:10.3138/ctr.176.014
The sight of an entire section of women 'catching a wine' on Lake Shore offers a powerful image of community where women can playfully celebrate their bodies and sexuality for themselves and with others.
erase the bodies of women of colour from public spaces. While cultural conditions circumscribe women's sexuality, the female masquerader, as Judith Bettelheim contends, can become an active agent navigating habitual movement norms (69). For example, M. NourbeSe Philip writes about the feelings of empowerment women can experience as they play mas during Carnival: "oh, for a race of women!-shaking their booty, winin up and down the streets, parading their sexuality for two (w)hole days-taking back the streets making them their own" (107). The sight of an entire section of women 'catching a wine' on Lake Shore offers a pow erful image of community where women can playfully celebrate their bodies and sexuality for themselves and with others.
Toronto Caribbean Carnival reveals the tensions that exist between expressing the freedom of female sexuality and contend ing with culturally embedded misogyny. Philip Scher explains that if "Carnival provides an outlet for middle class women to express frustration with a patriarchal and limiting society, it also reifies women as objects of the male public gaze" (478). Similarly, Kevin Frank argues that woman's pleasure "in being observed [in performance] does not mean that she is necessarily the agent of the action or that she escapes being a fetish or an object" (187). The media, for instance, often stereotypes Carib bean sexualities as being hyper-sexualised and heteronormative, especially in the images that make the front page of daily news papers. Article titles and accompanying captions for images can trivialize participants and the practice of Carnival. For example, the Toronto Star ran an article entitled "Revellers 'feel the love' in Caribana heat wave; Revellers . . . answer biggest booty call of the year" (Cherry and Kassam A2) , and it also provocatively cap tioned a photo: "Gyration Nation; Caribana revellers, following a strict dress code featuring flesh tones, sequins and feathers of every imaginable hue, turned Lake Shore Blvd. into a joyous street party. Add a hot Calypso beat and booties were stirred and shaken" (A3). Although intended to be celebratory, these two examples rely on stereotypical assumptions about Caribbean culture, climate, and people as 'exotic' and 'colourful.' Moreover, the image that accompanies the article depicts women, most ly, performing the wine-in other words as sexual and erotic without providing further contextualization. In doing so, these media representations dehistoricize a culturally specific way of moving, marketing Toronto as an exciting global city through the bodies of 'Black' women on display, here presented as avail able for touristic fantasy. (In fact, the festival is often problemati cally constructed by the media as a 'Black' festival, which erases the contributions of other visible minorities that make up the Carib bean, and who labour to make Carnival happen.)
Mas players' performances of physical idioms of 'Caribbean ness' and enthusiastic embrace of the female body and sensuality cannot exist outside of the historical discourses that inscribe and Women take over the streets in today's Carnival. Photo by Jacqueline Taucar doi:10.3138/ctr.176.014| FEATURES shape our understandings of women. Nevertheless, they engage dialogically in alternative possibilities that can destabilize accept ed spatial, temporal, and movement norms. Coming together as an affective community, female mas players create a kinaesthetic landscape, which intervenes in and inverts the norms of the Lake Shore and, by extension, Toronto's white urban elites. Carnival allows women to enjoy their bodies and sexuality in the safety of a mas band, which develops a "community space that is separate from the everyday world.
[Women] can see themselves as being in this imagined space of freedom and safety" (qtd. in Yawching M4). The Grand Parade is an opportunity for marginalized bod ies, specifically the bodies of women of colour, to seize the public space of the streets, and invoke a cultural repertoire of movements to enact place differently.
Notes
1 Prior to 2011, the festival was known as Caribana, but was forced to change its name due to litigation after it was taken over by the City of Toronto and handed over to another group for management, the Festival Management Committee (FMC). The name Caribana is trademarked and owned by the Caribbean Cultural Committee (CCC), a group that originated the festival in 1967, and its suc cessor the Caribana Arts Group. When control of the festival was handed over to the FMC in 2006, a legal battle ensued over the rights to use "Caribana," forcing the FMC to change the name to Scotiabank Toronto Caribbean Carnival Festival. In March 2016, Scotiabank officially withdrew its sponsorship. For the purposes of this article, I will refer to the event as Toronto Caribbean Carnival.
